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Design Specification

1 Algorithm Details

Fast Fourier Transform uses the following recursive formulae
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,
Xk = kth Fourier Transform Coeffecient

E represents the Fourier Transform of the Even part
O represents the Fourier Transform of the Odd Part.

The human ear can detect frequencies ranging from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Therefore, sound needs to be sampled at a Nyquist rate of 40 kHz to include
all human audible frequencies. In this project, however, frequencies in the
range of a human voice are considered. Sampling by most telephone handsets
is done at a frequency of 3 kHz, so a 5 kHz sampling rate is implemented in
this project.

Since a recursive implementation would involve a lot of overhead in the
form of stack maintainance we implement a iterative model. The iterative
implementation is as follows.
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//Applying a suitable permutation to apply direct butterflies
for(i = 0; i < N; i=i+1){

a[bit reversed i] <= input[i];
}
// B is the current Block Size
// N is the total size
for(B = 1; B < N; B=B∗2){

//Processing blocks beginning a addr1 and addr2
for(addr1 = 0,addr2 = B; addr1 < N; addr1 += 2B,addr2 += 2B){

//Butterflying the two blocks
for(j = 0; j < B; j=j+1){

a[addr1+j] <= a[addr1+j] + exp( 2∗i∗pi∗j/B)∗a[addr2+j];
a[addr2+j] <= a[addr1+j] exp( 2∗i∗pi∗j/B)∗a[addr2+j];

}
}

}

This algorithm can be implemented either by exploding it in space or in
time, or a mixture of the two. We decide to explode it in time since the
processing rates available are much higher than the frequecies that need to
be sampled. For the current 8-point implementation, one would require

n log n

clock cycles which would evaluate to 24 clock cycles. The required processing
speed is

5kHz × 24 = 120kHz

We implement the loops iteratively using a Datapath and Control wherein
one set of butterfly operations is applied at a time to the input data to gen-
erate the output. One butterfly operation requires the following operations.

1. One multiplication of two complex numbers.

2. Two addition of two complex numbers.

This translates to 4 floating point multiplications and 8 floating point addi-
tions. Thus each butterfly operation takes 8 cycles. Taking this into account,
the new operation speed goes upto

960kHz

It is worth noting that due to the availability of high speed multipliers, the
explosion in time is not a design issue for FFT modules that do not require
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very high speed implementations. In this project, the onboard ADC/DAC
converters prove to be the bottlenecks in implementing a faster design.

We use on board hardware multipliers and adders for these computations.
A simplified Fixed Point Representation of Decimals is easily implemented
with simple adders and multipliers.

Figure 1: Figure showing FFT module

2 Input Output Specifications of Modules

2.1 FFT module

1. Input: 8 8-bit inputs representing time samples, start signal

2. Output: 8 8-bit outputs corresponding to frequency components of
the signal.

2.2 ADC

1. Input: Analog signal.

2. Output: Serial 8-bit output representing time samples at regular in-
tervals.
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2.3 DAC

1. Input: Serial 8 bit input representing frequency sample at regular
frequency intervals, Trigger

2. Output: Analog output corresponding to the input, starting at the
trigger.

2.4 Interfacing of the ADC with the FFT module

These are interfaced using 2 buffers. These are

1. ADC writes into one of the buffers in a shifting manner.

2. FFT module using the other buffer.

When the FFT module is processing one of the buffers, ADC fills up the other
buffer. With a common switching, the FFT starts processing the buffer just
filled, and the ADC starts filling the buffer which the FFT module has just
finished processing.

2.5 Interfacing the DAC with the FFT module.

These are interfaced in a similar manner.

1. DAC displaying one of the buffer by popping values out of it.

2. FFT module writing into the other buffer at end of computation.

Once they have finished processing, they switch their buffers.

2.6 Testbench

1. Input: Variable Frequency Clock (VF Clk), Data out clock

2. Output: Sample data (8-bit)

3. Structure The testbench for the FFT Module will comprise

(a) A ROM: Which will have a hard-coded sample sequence for a
peridic signal. This sequence will be played on the output of
the testbench at various rates depending on the frequency of the
Variable Frequency Clock

(b) A Counter: Which will cycle through the sequence hard-coded
in the ROM at the frequency of the Variable Frequency Clock
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Figure 2: Figure showing how the three modules interact

(c) A Latch: Which will latch on to the value of the sequence as
presented to it on the rising edge of the Data out Clock

4. Working: The output of the ROM is fed into the latch at a frequency
equal to that of the Variable Frequency Clock. However, the final
output of the module is fed out of the latch that latches onto the input
at the frequency defined by the Data out clock. This gives us the
flexibility to replay the hard-coded samples in a way so that it appears
that different frequencies of the same sequence have been sampled.

Figure 3: Figure showing internals of the test bench
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